Editor's notes

Contributors. Howard Woodhouse has degrees in philosophy from the University of Exeter and McMaster. He is a doctoral candidate in the department of History and Philosophy at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, his thesis being on Russell's theories of education. Jo Newberry has completed a definitive study on "Bertrand Russell and the Pacifists in the First World War", which is now being read by a publisher. She is a graduate of Oxford and Toronto, and a doctoral candidate in McMaster's History department. David Bell is a doctoral candidate in McMaster's Philosophy department, and is writing his thesis on Frege and Wittgenstein's theories of judgement. David Harley is an M.A. student in philosophy at McMaster. His thesis interest is in Russell's political philosophy.

The interview "Mathematicus Speaks" was originally published as "Says War Will Have Bad Effect upon Education / View of Famous Mathematician in England", in the New York Evening Post, Oct. 11, 1916. Jo Newberry comments: "At the very time of the interview Russell was expecting to go to jail for his anti-war activities." The interview is dated September 20. Russell's address. Can anyone provide the Philosophy Documentation Center, Bowling Green, Ohio, with BR's address? Their form-letter department wishes to obtain an abstract from this contributor to our last issue.

New Russell Bibliography. An abridged version of the new bibliography being compiled by Harry Raja and me is in proof. It will appear in the new paperback of Schilpp's The Philosophy of Bertrand Russell.

One reason why the complete bibliography hasn't been published is that new writings keep turning up. I have before me more than 20 items discovered last week. A few were already known through the survival of the manuscripts. Most, however, were completely new to me. Some of the titles are: "How War Has Changed the British People" (1944), "I am Thankful for the BBC" (before BR was employed by it), "H.G. Wells - the Man as I Knew Him". There were also several letters to the editor on the subjection of India in 1933.

One possible source of new items is the clipping files of newspapers. Would anyone be interested in checking the files of their local newspapers? I estimate there are a 100 articles by BR still to be turned up. B.R.

Newspaper clipping files contain not only items from their own paper, but from other papers as well.